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Consider the differential delay equation 
i(t) = af(x(t - l)), (af) 
where f E C’(W) is an odd function, which satisfies f ‘(0) < 0 and the 
negative feedback condition f(x) < 0 for 0 < x < a. Then for any z E 10, a[ 
there exists an a(z) > 0 and a special symmetric solution x( ., z): R + Iw of 
(a(z)f), i.e., 
- x( ‘, 2) is a solution of (a(z) f ), 
- x(1 f 2,~) = -x(1, z) for all t E R, 
- x(0, z) = 0 and x( ., z) has the amplitude x( 1, z) = z. 
This well known result is due to Kaplan and Yorke [S]. 
For every z E 30, a[ one can define a Poincare map P, such that x( ., z) 
is a fixed point of P,. Let L, be the linearization of P, at x( ., z). Then L, 
describes the stability properties of x( ., z). In [5] we examined a(L,) for 
small amplitudes z, and found the following result: 
If f E C3(R) and f ‘(0) < 0, then there are an E > 0 and a C2-map 
1: I-E, E[ + R such that 
- n(z) E 4%) for all 0 < z < a, 
- ifzE ]O,E[,~~E a(L,), p #A(z) then IA < I4z)L 
- A(O) = 1, A’(0) = 0, A”(O) = 27r2/(4 + n’) f"'(O)/f '(0). 
Hence A(z) is the eigenvalue of L, with the greatest norm and it follows 
that f”‘(0) > 0 gives stable solutions and f”(0) < 0 unstable solutions. 
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FIG. 1. The attractivity region H to which multipliers converge. 
Since we have also proved a(O) = -7c/(2f’(O)), a’(O)=O, a”(0) = 
(r@)f”‘(O)/[f’(O)]*, the result in [S] can be stated as follows: 
Bifurcation to the right implies stable solutions, while 
bifurcation to the left gives unstable solutions at the 
bifurcation point a= +(2f’(O)) of (af). 
Suppose now that f(a) =O, f’(a) >O. We say that z = a is a critical 
amplitude of (af), because x = a is a constant solution of (af) and 
lim,,,- x(1, z)=u. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a(z) and a(L,) for amplitudes 
z near this critical amplitude. For the statement of our main theorem we 
need the following subset Hc C of C: 
H is a heart-shaped area in C which contains the points 0, - 1, + i/2 on its 
boundary. 0 E H is a peak and 1 E H is an isolated point of H (see Fig. 1). 
Now we can state 
THEOREM 1. Let f: l-8 + R be u map which fulfills 
(f 1) f is odd and two times continuously differentiable, 
(f2) f(O)=O, f'(O)= -1, undf”/f is bounded on ]O,a[, 
(f 3) there is an a > 0 such that 
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(i) flu--x)=f(x)for all XE [0, a], 
(ii) f(x)<OJor all O<x<a, 
(iii) f’ is increasing on [0, a] and hence f’(0) = -1 <f’(x) < 1 = 
f’(a) for all x E [0, a]. 
For z E IO, a[ let P, be the Poincare map which is associated to the special 
symmetric solution ~(0, z) of (af) with amplitude z. Let L, be the lineariza- 
tion of P, at its fixed point x( ., z). 
Then there is a linear operator M, with L, = Mt (i.e., 1 E o(L,) -S there is 
a u E o(M,) with p2 = A), such that the following holds: 
Let U c C be an open neighbourhood of H. Then there is a 
zU E [0, a[ with o(M,) c U for all z E [zu, a[. 
We can express this formally by lim,, a- a(M,) E H. 
This means that for z --f a- all eigenvalues of M, converge to H, or that 
H attracts all eigenvalues of M, as z + a-. 
Since H n $3 = { - 1, I} where s c @ denotes the unit circle, it follows, 
that for amplitudes near the critical amplitude a (or equivalently for 
CL -+ oc), compare Lemma 4) only the behavior of a(M,) near i I is of 
interest for stability problems or the existence of bifurcation points. 
The function f = -sin fulfills all conditions of Theorem 1. For this func- 
tion Walther [9] proved the existence of secondary bifurcation, especially 
that there is a z* E 10, a[ (a = z), such that 1 E a(M,,). Since 1 E H is 
isolated, we expect that there are a ZE IO, rr[ and a function p: 1% rr[ + R 
such that pro for .Z< z <n and ~(1% rr[) and H\(l) are 
separated. In this case our theorem yields lim,<= _ x- p(z) = 1. Further- 
more we believe that p(z) oscillates about 1 and that there is a 
sequence z* = z1 < z2 < *. . of amplitudes with ,u(z~) = 1, p’(zk)#O and 
lim k _ co zk = 7~. If this is true, every zk is a smooth bifurcation point from 
which a smooth curve of periodic solutions of (af) bifurcates from the 
Kaplan-Yorke branch. Although we cannot prove this conjecture, our 
result can be seen as a hint (see also [6]). 
1. BASIC THEORY 
We give a short outline of the basic theory and results that we will need 
in the sequel. For more details see for example [4]. 
We always assume that f fulfills (fl ), (f 2), (f 3). 
LEMMA 1. There are continuous maps u: ] -a, a[ + R, x: R x ]-a, a[ 
402, andy:Rx]-a,a[+Rsuch that wehauefor tElRandzE]O,a[: 
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(1) i(t, 2) = 4~) fty(t, z)), B(l, z) = -a(z) f(x(4 z)), 
(2) x(O,z)=O, y(O,z)= -z, x(l,z)=z, y(l,z)=O, x&z)+ 
Y($, z) = 0, 
(3) X(-&Z)= -x(t,z), Y( - f, z) = Y(h z), yt4 z) = x(t - 1,zh 
x(t + 2, z) = -x(t, z), 
(4) x(.,z) andYt.9 1 z are strictly monotone increasing on [0, 11, 
(5) X(r,Z)E[0,a]andy(t,z)E[-~,0]f0rrE[0,1], 
(6) F(x(t,z))+F(y(t,z))=F(z) with F:=jbf(u)du, 
(7) O~x(c,z)dx(~,z)<~aforO~~~Q. 
Proof: (l), (2), (3), (4), and (6) are proved in [4, Theorem 1.11; 
(5) follows from (2) and (4). It only remains to show ~(4, z) < $z. 
From (3) we have y($, z) =x( -4, z)= -x(4, z), and (6) gives F(z)= 
2F(x($, z)). F is even and since F’(x)=f(x)<O for ~~10, a[, F,lo,u, is 
strictly monotone decreasing. Hence there is an inverse G := F &, which 
is also decreasing. It follows that [0, a[ 3 z I-+ ~(4, z) = G($F(z)) E [0, a] is 
increasing and thus x(4, z) < G( fF(a)) for all 0 < z < a. But f(a - x) =f(x) 
implies F(a - x) + F(x) = F(a) for all x E [O, a], hence 2F($z) = F(a). This 
gives G(hF(a)) = $. 
Next we want to describe the Poincare map PZ and its linearization L,. 
DEFINITION 1. Let C=C([O,l],R)andC,:=(cp~C(cp(O)=0}. 
For aER and CpoC let x”(.,(p):Rof -+ Iw be the unique solution of the 
initial value problem 
i(t) = af(x(t - l)), xlro,ll= 4J, 
and let X”: Rx C + R x C denote the corresponding semiflow, i.e., 
Xa(t,cp)=x”(t+.,cp),Co,ll for t~[0, l] and cp~C. 
Finally define x(z) :=x( ., z),~~,~, E C for 0 <z <a. 
C with the sup-norm is a Banach space, Co E C a linear subspace of 
codimension 1, and obviously x(z) E Co for all z E 10, a[. 
For every z E 10, a[ one can define a Poincare map P, on an open 
neighbourhood SL, c Co of x(z) and we have P,(x(z)) =x(z). There is a 
so-called C i-semi-Poincare map Q,: 51, + Co with Q,(x(z)) = -x(z) and 
P, = Q,o Q,. From this and since Q, is odd, one has L, = MT where LZ := 
DP,(x(z)), M, := DQ,(x(z)). 
For more details of the construction of sZz, P,, Q, and proofs see 
[4, Lemma 1.4, Definition 1.3 3. 
The following lemma describes a(M,): 
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LEMMA 2. Let A~@\{oj and Ocz-ca. Then IECI(M,)U (-1) ifand 
only if there is a solution of the linear boundary value problem 
vi =4z)f'M., z)) 5, v(o)=t(l) 
e=;wf'(yc,r)h> 5(0)=~?(1). 
For a proof see [4, Lemma 5, Lemma 61. We mention only that 
a(it4,) u { - 11 is the spectrum of the variational operator 
w, := IXV’(2, ‘)(X(Z)) E L(C, C). 
W, has always the eigenvalue - 1 with eigenfunction i(z) := 
Z( ., z),rO,,, E C. h4, is the projection of W, from C= Co@ E(z) onto C,, 
i.e., 
W,W) M,5= w,~-i(z)--- -WA z) 
for ~EC, and a(M,)u (-1) = G( W,), see [4, Lemma 2.1(3)]. 
Although - 1 E cr( W,) for all z, it is not clear if M, has the eigenvalue 
- 1. In [4] we proved - 1 E o(M,) for some z > 0 for f(x) := -x/(1 +x2), 
XE R. This led to the existence of a bifurcation point, from which a smooth 
curve of symmetric solutions of (af) bifurcates from the primary branch 
(((T(Z), x(z))) z > O> E 88 x C, of special symmetric solutions. 
However, if the symmetry (f 3, i) holds, we expect that - l$ a(MZ) for 
all ZE 10, a[ (see [3, Lemma 10.11). 
Since ~(144,) s e( W,), we will prove Theorem 1 for W, instead of M,. 
Let us point out that - 1 E H is due to the fact that - 1 E a( W,) for all 
ZE 10, a[. Numerical studies indicate that there are a countable number of 
eigenvalues which move from 0 E H to - 1 E H on a heart-shaped curve as 
z+a-. 
We now define a characteristic function r for a( W,) by means of the 
fundamental solution for the linear equation in Lemma 2: 
DEFINITION 2. Let noc\{O) and O<z<a. 
(i) Define A( a, 1, z): R + @(*,*) by 
i 
0 a(z) f’(x(t, 2)) 
A(& I, 2) = 
a(z) 
Tf ‘(r(t, z)) 0 
i 
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for t E R, and let S( ., A, z): 58 + C?) denote the solution of 
S=A(.,A,z)S, S(0) = 1 E @(*JJ. 
(ii) Define r:@\(O}x]O,a[-+C by r(A,z):=det[S(l,A,z)-(y $1 
for AE@\{O}, 2~10, a[. 
Then we have immediately from Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. ;i E a( IV,) = o(M,) u { - 1 } if and onZy if r(A, z) = 0. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE PRIMARY BRANCH 
We want to approximate the characteristic function r in an appropriate 
way for z -+ a-. To this end we have to approximate the fundamental 
solution S( ., A, z) and hence x(t, z), y(l, z) and a(z). 
The phase portrait of k= j( Y), Y = -f(X) is shown in Fig. 2. We have 
hyperbolic points ( +a, 0), (0, +a) with stable and unstable manifolds 
+ y = a f x. In Fig. 2 a(z) is the time the solution which starts at (-z, 0) 
needs to reach the point (0, z) on the x-axis. For z + a- we expect 
a(z) + co. For our purpose we need the quantitative behavior of CC(Z) for 
z near a. The result is: 
LEMMA 4. c, = lim,, ~- (a - z) e’(Z)/2 exists. 
FIG. 2. The phase portrait of the Kaplan-Yorke solutions. 
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COROLLARY 1. c l = a . exp 1;” (f’(0) x - @)/xf(x) dx. 
We do not give a proof here for reason of length and since the basic 
result for the proof also allows an application to heteroclinic chains of 
two-dimensional ordinary differential equations. We hope that we can 
present this result elsewhere. Let us give instead two examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. Letf = -sin, a = rr. Then x(t, z), y(t, z) and n(z) are given 
by the following steps: 
(1) Find the solution (X( ., z), Y( ., z)) of the Kaplan-Yorke 
equations 
k= -sin Y, X(0) = 0 
Y=sin X, Y(0) = -z < 0. 
(2) Find the first positive zero a(z) of Y( ., z). 
(3) Then x(t, z) = X(a(z) t, z) and y(t, z) = Y(a(z) t, z) for t E R, 
ZE 10, 7r[. 
Obviously we have 
cos Y(t, z) = 1 -I- cos z - cos X(t, z), 
and since Y( t, z) < 0 for 0 < t i a(z), we find 
-sin Y(t, z)= [l -cos2 Y(t, z)]“’ 
=[(l-cos Y(t,z)).(l+cos Y(t,2))y2 
=[(cosx(t,z)-b)~(2+b-cosX(t,z))JL’2 
with b := cos z. 
This shows that for t E [0, a(z)] X( ., z) solves 
k= [(cos X- b) . (2 + b - cos X)] “*, 
Thus we have 
X(0) = 0. 
s 
X(r,z) du 
t= 
0 [(cos u - b)(2 + b - cos u)]“* 
for t E [0, a(z)], b = cos z. 
Since .%‘(a(~), z) = x( 1, z) = z, a(z) is given by 
du 
[( cos u - b)(2 + b - cos u)]~‘*’ 
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The substitution v = cos u, du = -dv/[ 1 - v ] ’ II2 leads to the elliptic integral 
dv 
a(z)=LI [(V-b)(2+b-v)(l-vZ)]1’Z= 5 
1 dv 
6 &qj’ 
where p(v) = (v - b)(2 + b - v)( 1 - v’) is a polynomial of degree 4 with four 
real zeros - 1~ b -c 1 < 2 + b. 
The last integral can be evaluated by standard methods. The substitution’ 
2b+(l-b)sin*cp 
‘= 2-(l-b)sin*cp 
(see [7, 244.8a3 and 244.8a4]) transforms it into the normal form 
a(z)=K(l-cos4;) 
For z-n-- we have m(z):=l-cos4f+1-, and since lim,,,- K(m) 
= oc), CC(Z) becomes infinity for z -+ P--. 
Using formula 17.3.26 in [l], 
we find (a=~) 
lim 
Wl-Tl- [ 
K(m)-ilns 
1 
= 0, 
lim z-a- [ 
4 
a(z) - 2 In - 1 = 0, a-z 
from which 
lim (a - 2) ea(z)/2 =4 
i4u- 
follows. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Lemma 4 we have assumedf’(0) = - 1, f’(a) = 1, which 
follows from conditions (f2; f3, i). More generally one has 
COROLLARY 2. Let f E C1 (R) be odd, f ‘(0) < 0, and suppose there is an 
a>0 withf(a)=O,j’(a)>O, undf(x)<Ofor O-cx-ca. Then 
lim (a - z ) eaor(z)‘2 
=-+a- 
exists, where (r := [ -f’(O). f '(a)] '/2. 
We have shown this for j(x) = -x + (l/a’) x3, XE R in [2], where we 
found the value &a for the limit. 
409/169/l-6 
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Next we need approximations for x( ., z) and JJ( ., z) for z + a-. From 
the phase portrait of k=f( Y), p= -f(X) (Fig. 2) we know that a solu- 
tion which starts at (0, -z) reaches the line y = -x after the time $X(Z) 
and the point (z, 0) on the x-axis after the time a(z). If z is near a, the solu- 
tion starts near the hyperbolic point (0, -a), and we expect that it stays 
near that point for most of the time interval [O, $x(z)], while it stays near 
the equilibrium (a, 0) for most of the time interval [&Y(Z), a(z)]. Thus we 
expect 
X(.,Z)--tX(.,~),y(.,z)-ry(~,~) (*) 
for z + a - , where x( ., a), JJ( ., a) are defined in Fig. 3. 
For I E [O, 1 ] we have y( t, a) = x( t, a) - a, and since f(u - x) = f(x) 
implies f’(x) + f’(u -x) = 0 for x E R, we see that 
f’b(~, a)) +f’(.Y(t, a)) = 0. 
From this we expect that f’(x(t, z)) +f’(v(t, z)) has small values too if z 
is near a. We will not prove (*) but this consequence of (*), since f’(x(t, z)) 
and f’(y(t, z)) are the entries of the matrix A in Definition 2(i). 
DEFINITION 3. For t E 84, 0 <z < a define 
B(c z) := fwCf’(x(~, z)) +f’(.Y(~, z))l, 
P(z) := SUP IS(t, z)l, 
IEW 
and 
o(t, z) := $x(z) j-’ [f’(y(s, z)) -f’(x(s, z))] ds. 
0 
x(.,a) 
T 
Y(.,a) 
. 
-a I- 
FIG. 3. Asymptotic form of Kaplan-Yorke solutions near the critical amplitude. 
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LEMMA 5. There is a constant c2 > 0 such that p(z) d c2tx(z). (a - z)‘for 
all z E 10, a[. 
Proof. Let ZE 10, a[. Lemma l(3) implies that /?( ., z) is periodic with 
period 1. Hence p(z) = suprc t,,i, Ifl(t, z)l. 
From f(a + U) = f( - U) we derive f’(a + U) = -f’( - U) = -f’(u) and 
F( -u) + F(a + u) = F(a) for u E R, where F := j b f(v) dv. 
Let t E [0, l] and x := x(t, z), y := y(t, z). Lemma l(5, 6) gives 
F(x) + F(y) = F(z) and x E [0, a], y + a E [0, a]. It follows that 
F(a) - 0) = CF( - y) + F(a + y)l - [F(x) + F(y)1 = F(u + y) - F(x), 
since F is even. Now we have 
B(4 z) =; ~(ZKf’(X) +f’(Y)l=; @)Cf’(x) -f’(a + Y)l 
= -ia(z)[F(a)-F(~)] .f~~t~~~-$)). 
Since x, a + y E [0, a] the mean value theorem gives a 5 E ]O, a[ with 
f’(a + Y) -f’(x) f”(t) =- 
F(a+ Y)-F(x) f(t) ’ 
But f”/f is bounded on 10, a[ by say c > 0. It follows that 
=~c~(z)(u-z)2~l,’ (1 -s)/‘(u+r(z-u))Cq 
< f cc’a(z)(u - z)2 
with c’ := ~up~~r,,~, If(u 
COROLLARY 3. There is a c3 >O such that b(z) < C~CI(Z) em’(‘) for all 
0 < z < a, in particular lim,) , (I- /3(z) = 0. 
Proof: Immediate from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
By the definition of /I and w we have 
p - f5 = af’( x), B + f% = WYY), 
80 
and thus 
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Our aim is to describe S and r by 1, o and /?. The next lemma lists some 
properties of 0: 
LEMMA 6. Let t E Iw and 0 -C z < a. Then 
(1) o(0, z)=o(i, z)=O, ch(f, z)=O, 
(2) 0(1-t,Z).=O(t,z),0(-t,Z)=W(t,z),O(t+l,z)= -o(t,z), 
(3) o( ., z) is monotone increasing on [O, $1, 
(4) O,<o(t,z)<u(f,z)<$(z)for tE[O, 11. 
Proof: o(0, z) = 0 is obvious. Differentiation of w(t, z) - o( I- t, z) and 
Lemma l(3) show that this expression is constant. Evaluation at t = 0 and 
t = 1 yields w( 1, z) = 0, which proves (1) and (2). 
From Lemma l(4) we know that x( ., z) + y( ., z) is strictly monotone 
increasing and Lemma l(2) gives 
x(t,z)+y(t,z)<x(~,z)+y($,z)=O or X(6 z) ,< -AC 2) 
for t’E [0, $1. Hence Lemma l(5) and (S3.iii) yield 
f’(x(t, z)) a’( - At, z)) =f’(.Y(t, 2)) 
for t E [0, $1, and from the definition of o( ., z) we have S(t, z) 20 for 
t E [O, f]. This shows (3) and 0 = ~(0, z) < w(t, z) < ~$4, z) for t E [O, fJ. 
But (2) proves that this holds for all t E [0, 11. Since we have (f’(x)1 < 1 
for x E [O, a J, we fmd 
IG(t, z)l = I$.+)CS)(-y(t, z)) --f’(x(t, z))ll ,< &4z) .2 = a(z), 
and thus ~(4, z) < joz(z). This shows (4). 
Remark. The inequality in Lemma 6(4) will be essential for the proof of 
Theorem 1. Hence let us note that some elementary calculations for 
f = -sin yield w( l/2, z) = -o cos(z/2) and thus 
lim 41/z z) 1, 
z-a- a(z) =ii7 
i.e., Lemma 6(4) is the best result we can obtain. 
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3. OUTLINE OF PROOF 
Let us describe the program for the rest of the paper. 
From Lemma 3 we have to calculate the characteristic function 
where S( ., 2, z) is the solution of 
&=A(-J,z)S, S(0) = 1 f C=(***), 
with 
for t~R,~~C\{O},O<z<a. 
If /I = 0, S = AS can be solved immediately; let S, be the solution. Since 
we know that fl is small, S, is an approximation for S, and the idea is to 
express S as a sum of matrices S,, 
s=s*+s, + . . . . 
where S, is small of order flk, k E N. 
Analogously we find 
r=r,+rl+ ... 
with rk Small of order pk. 
To show the influence of 1 and lim,,,- a(z) = co, let us anticipate the 
precise statement, 
0 A. 
SO(l, 1, z) - 1 o ( )I = 1 - 3,, 
lr 
1 1 
2k+1(5Z)I~(2k+1)!.r;Ti. 
&=@ . [ 1~1 . /j(z) . &=)c]*k+ I, 
where 2.~~ = 1, ~=~(;1)=tIImpl. 
We will then see, that for K -C 5 
lim lr(& i!) - r0(5 z)l < lim c lrk(l”, z)l = 0, 
z’(I- i-a- ksN 
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which shows that for z near a, zeros of r( ., z) have to be near the zero 1 
of rO( ., z) or the value for K has to be greater than 1 or at least near $. 
Since { 2 E @ \ (0) ( ~(2) 2 4} u { 1 } = H, this will prove Theorem 1. Let us 
remark that r,(l, z) = 1 - 2 is the reason that 1 is an isolated point of H. 
Let us now try to solve 3 = AS. If Ak = kA, the solution is 
S(t)=exp[tA(s)ds=l+]‘A(s)ds+& 
0 0 
. [f;A(s)ds]l+ ... 
= 1 + j-’ A(s) ds + j-’ j-’ A(s) A(s’) ds’ ds + . . . . 
0 0 0 
In our case we have Ak # kA unless f is a multiple of -id,, hence 
exp jk A(s) ds is not the solution. 
However, the last expression is still valid, i.e., 
S(f)=l+j’A(s,)ds,+S’1IIA(s,)A(so)ds,dr, 
0 0 0 
+ [’ j-” j-” A(Q) A@,) A@,) dso ds, ds, + ..-. 
00 0 
This follows immediately by differentiation. 
Thus we have to deal with expressions like A(.sk) A(sk- ,). . . A(s,), and 
we need some matrix algebra for a simplification. To this end let us define 
DEFINITION 4. Set 
B,(q) := psln cp 
( . 
cos cp 
p2 cos cp 
-~ sin cp E@(2,2) 
) 
and 
LEMMA 7. 
(1) B,(cp,)B,(cpz)=~C,(cp,-cp,) 
B,(cp,) CJcp2) = @,(cpl - (P2) 
C,(cpl) qP2) = PB,(cp1- cp2) 
CJCO,) qcp,) = Pqcp, - cp2) for pE@, cpl, v2E@. 
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(2) B,(cp,k~,)~~~~,(cp,)~,(cpo)=CL2k-’~lc(~2k-l- ... +cp1-cp0) 
BphJ . ..B.(cp,)B,(cpo)=~~‘kB,((~~k-(P2k-l+ ... -cP~+‘po) 
for peE@, cp,, . ..) cp,,EC,kEN. 
(3) c,w’=+A--rph C,(O) = P. 1, det C,(cp) = P*, 
c;(‘P)=( “, ‘t) C,(cp), B,.(0)=(:2 A), tr B,(cp)=O. 
This follows directly from the definition of B and C and induction 
arguments. 
4. AN EXPRESSION FOR THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION Y 
We now proceed wit our program and approximate S( ., 1, z) by 
S,( -, A, z), where S,( ., I, z) is the solution of 
so=h(l;A -;>so, S,=l. 
Then we define the error matrix R := S; ‘S and give a series expansion 
R= R,+ R, + . . . . Ro=l 
such that 
s=so+s,+ ... 
with R, and Sk = S,R, small of order /II”. 
DEFINITION 5. Let 1~@\{0), 1p2= 1, O<z<a and define 
S,(t, 1, z) :=; CJ-po(t, z)) 
H(t, 4 z) := P(t, z) B,(~w(c 2)) 
for ~E(W. 
Let R( ., 1, z): Iw + C(‘**) be the solution of R = H( +, I, z) R, R(0) = 1. 
Remark. The right-hand sides of the definition of So and H are func- 
tions of p2 = l/2 and hence independent of the choice of one of the two 
solutions of 2~~ = 1. This will hold also in all of the following formulas 
where A and p are always related by 1~’ = 1. 
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LEMMA 8. Let tE[W, ~E@\(O} and O<z<a. Then 
(1) ~o(o,~,z)=so(1,~,z)=1, 
(2) ~o(t,h z) = h(t, z) (,“z -A) So(t, 1, z), 
(3) at, 1, z) = Sol& 4 z) R(t, 2, z), 
(4) 8th 1, z) = R(l, 4 z), 
(5) det R(t, 1, z) = 1. 
Proof: (1) follows from o(0, z) = ~(1, z) = 0, C,(O) = p. 1. 
(2) A short calculation and Lemma 7(3) give 
so=~c;(-pw).(-p+ -ti( -“, l;)c,.(-pw) 
1 ( 0 -1 > 
C,(-/m)=ci, 
0 -1 =k.-. 
P PZ 0 ( > 
S 
p2 0 O* 
(3) So is invertible since det So = p-2 det C,( -ptw) = 1 from 
Lemma 7( 3). 
Let T= S,R. We show p= AT, T(O)= 1, which proves T=S. Since 
R(0) = S,(O) = 1, we have T(0) = 1. Differentiation of T= S,R yields 
~=SoR+So&=h S,RCS,HR=[I(;~ -;)+SoHS,l] T. 
But S;‘= [(l/p) C,(-~O)]-‘=~.~-~C,(~W) from Lemma 7(3) and 
Lemma 7( 1) give 
Thus we have 
ti +S,HS,‘=ti 
(4) From (1) and (3). 
(5) From tr H = /? tr BJ2po) = 0. 
Since we are mainly interested in S( 1, A, z) = R( 1, I, z), we concentrate 
our efforts on R and define next the series expansion R = 1 + R, + R, + . . ‘: 
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DEFINITION 6. Let t E R, 1 E @ \(O}, 0 < z < a and define 
Ro(t, 1, 2) := 1, 
Rk + I(t, 1, z) := j’ H(s, I, z) Rk(s, 2, z) ds 
0 
LEMMA 9. Let t~[W,il~@\{O},O~z<a. Then 
(1) R,(t,1,z)=ff,f”d;-‘.-.S”dH(~~-,,~,z)...H(~~, %,z)dsO...dskpl 
for ke N. 
(2) IIRk(t, A, z)ll < (l/k!)(t.h(A, z))” for k~ NO, t c [0, 11, where 
4A z) := wrE [O,l] IIff(t, 4 ZN and 11. I( is an appropriate matrix norm 
on Cc2,*‘. 
(3) R(t, a, z) = ck”= 0 Rdt, a, 2). 
Proof (1) follows by induction. We have 
r 
= 
Sf 
” W,, 4 z) ff(s,, A, z) dso ds,, 
0 0 
etc. 
(2) also follows from an induction argument, and it shows that 
R* := f Rk( ., A, z) 
k=O 
exists for t E [O, 11, and is differentiable with 
k*=li,+ f &,,= f HRk-,=H. f Rk=HR*. 
k=l k=l k=O 
Since R,(O, A, z) = 1, R,(O, 1, z) = 0 for k E N, we have R*(O) = 1, and hence 
R*=R. 
Since we must deal with expressions as in Lemma 9( 1 ), let us modify our 
notation. 
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For keN define j?k:[O,l]k~]O,a[-+R and ok:[O,l]k~]O,u[+~ 
by 
pk(sO, se.3 sk - 1, z):=p(so,z).B(s,,z). ... .P(Sk-,,z) 
%(&J, -..> ~k-,,z):=~(~k-~,z)--(~k~~,z)+ ‘.. k-o(s(,,z), 
for (so, . . . . Sk-,)ECQ llk,=lO,aC. 
Let us also write 
S(k) = (s 0, . . . . sk - 1 19 dsck’ = ds o*..dSk-l. 
Then H = BBJ2po) and Lemma 9( 1) give 
Rk(t,,Jz)=j’jsk-‘-.js’ f&T,_ 1, A, z) . . . H(s,, 1, z) dstk) 
0 0 0 
=j; jy...j; 
&k - 1, z, ’ ’ ’ fitsO, z, 
x B,(2/&sk - 1) z)) .‘.B,(2po(s,, z)) dsck’, 
and from Lemma 7(2) we derive 
RZk( t, 1, 2) = /i2k - ’ j; jr-’ “‘j; @2k(d2k), z  
. c,(2/i~,,(d2k’, 2)) ds(2k), 
&k+,(f,kd=flZk jofs,“.-. j;‘&k+,(S(=*+L!Z) 
. Bp(2,1Qk+ ,(dZk + ‘), z)) ds’2k -e I). 
LEMMA 10. Let R E C \ { 0}, 0 < z < a and define the linear operator 
L;. E L(rc (=,=), C) by 
L;. 41 a12 ( > a21 a2= := a,, + la,, 
for ( zJ{ z:i) E q)(‘,‘). Then 
(1) r(;l,z)=l-A+LiR(l,il,z), 
(2) L;.C,(cp)=O, L,B,(~)=~cos~ for rp~Q= and &‘=I, 
(3) Li.R2k(t, 1, z) = 0 for all t E R. 
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Proof: ( 1) Let R = ( r2, ‘22 “I ‘1 ). Definition 2(ii) and Lemma 8(4, 5) yield 
r(l,z)=det S(l,Iz,z)- [ (y ~)]=det[R(I,i,;)-(y i)] 
= det rll r12 
r 21 - 1 
r~‘)(l,l.z)=detR(l.i,z) 
+r,,(l,~,z)+ir,,(l,~,z)-I=l-L+L,R(1,1,2). 
(2) From Definition 4. 
(3) From (2) and the above expression for R2,J 1, 1, z). 
Now we can state the final expression for r(l, z). 
LEMMA 11. 
x cos (2pLW2k+1(S(2k+ l), z)) dd2”+ l) 
for 12~@\(0}, A,p2= 1, O<z<a. 
Proof: We have 
r(A,z)=l-A+L,R(l,A,z)=l-A+ f L,Rk(l,A,z) 
k-=0 
=1-t?+ -f Ll&k+l(l,&z) 
k=O 
since LA RZk = 0. 
Now the expression for R2k+ 1 and LAB,(q) = 2 cos cp give the result. 
5. ESTIMATION OF Ir(A, z)+ A - 11 
The expression for r(A, z) in Lemma 11 may not look very applicable, 
but it allows us to estimate Ir(A., z) + I - 1 I. To this end we need the 
following remarks. 
(1) For w=u+iv~@ one has 
/sin W12=cosh2 v-cos2 u, /sin W( < cosh(Im w), 
lcos WI’ = cash’ v - sin’ U, Jcos WJ < cosh(Im w). 
(2) For AE@\{O} let pg@ be such that ;1~*= 1. Define 
~(1) := f Jim A-1’21 = 5 Jim ~1. 
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If 1 =pek with p > 0,O < q < 2~, then p = p - ‘12e ~ @j2, ~(1) = jp - ‘/’ 
sin( (p/2). 
(3) Let s(~~+‘)= (so, sl, . . . . s~~-)E [O, 1]2kf1. Then the definition of 
B2k+1(S(2k+1), z) and Definition 3 give 
lP2k+l(S(2k+'), 4 = IP(so9 z)l -.- W2k9 z)l i (m)2k+'. 
(4) For s(‘~+‘)E [0, 1] *‘+I the definition of w~~+,(s(~~+‘), z) and 
Lemma 6(4) yield 
02k+l (St*&+ I), z) = a(&$&, z) - fi&&- 1, z) + “* - m(s,, z) + w(&,, z) 
~O(S2&,Z)+O(S2&-2,Z)+ .” ++,,z) 
G(k+ I).fa(z), 
and analogously, 
02ktl (S cZk+ ‘1, Z) 2 --o(szk _ , , z) - . . . - u)(sI, z) 2 -k . $a(z). 
Hence we have 
10 2k + 1 (S(Zk+ ‘), z)[ < i(k + 1) . a(z). 
Now we can show 
LEMMA 12. Let O<z<a, AE@\{O}, ~EC with 1p2=1 and K(A):= 
1 IIm pJ. Then 
Ir(A, z) + II - 1 j < & [em(r)K(i) . sinh( jpl p(z) ec(Z)c(‘)) 
+ e-z(=)K(“). sinh(lpj p(z) e-dZ)K(i))]. 
Proof: Lemma 11 and (l-4) above give 
k=O 
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Let us now write j?, a, lc instead of p(z), a(z), K(A). Then 
lr(/Z,z)+i-11 
“z.kz,b (IpI fi)2k+’ .cosh(2ak-(k i- 1)) 
.j; jy..j;dsO.-.ds,, 
wc(2k+2)+,--wc(2k+2) 1 
m(2k + l)ea~ + ,-ax(2k + 1 ‘e-“~, 
In this estimation we made no use of the symmetry (f3.i). This sym- 
metry led to Corollary 3. If we look to the expression in Lemma 12 we see 
that it is dominated by the term (l//,ul) erK sinh( IpI Be”“). Since /? < c3ae-‘, 
we have 1~1 j?eaK < c3 1~1 ae”‘“- l). If A is fixed and K < 1, then this expres- 
sion becomes small for a + co (i.e. z + a- ). Thus for a + CC (l/lpi) esK 
sinh([pl pezK) behaves like (l/jp[) ezK.c3 (~1 aer(K-‘)=C3ae1(2K-11), which 
becomes mall for K < $. 
From this rough approximation we expect lim,, a- Ir(A, z) + A - 11 = 0 if 
~(2) < i. Hence A.E @\(O, 1} with K(A) < i cannot be a zero of r( ., z) for z 
arbitrary near a. This is the idea for the 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We want to prove: 
Let CT c_ @ be an open neighbourhood (see Fig. 1) of 
Then there is a zU E [0, a[ such that a(M=) c U for all z U < z < LI. 
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To this end define 
HE:= peipE@ p(l-~)~<sin~~ 
i I 
uU(O,E)UU(~,E)~C 
for 0 <E < 1, where U(w, E) denotes the open a-ball with center w E C. 
Obviously H, is an open neighbourhood of H and H, c H,. for 
0 <E <E’ < 1. Hence for any open neighbourhood U E C of H there is an 
E E 10, l[ with HE H, E U. Because of o(M,) E a(M,) u { - 1 > = a( I+‘,) = 
r( ., z)-’ ({0}), it remains to show: 
For any EE 10, l[ there is a Z,E [0, a[ such that 
r(.,z)-‘({Oj)~H,forallz~[~,,a[. 
Suppose the opposite, i.e., there is an E E 10, 1 [ and a sequence 0 ,< zj + a - 
with r(., zj)-’ ({O}) $ HE. Then there is a AjE@\{O} with r(Aj, zj)=O and 
dji4e.h 
Let 1, = pjeiq with pj > 0, 0 6 qj < 2n, and define ‘cj := K(,I~) = 4 p,7’12 
sin(cpj/2) > 0. 
Then Aj # H, implies 
(i) pj(l-s)2asin2((pi/2) or O<K~<~(~--E) 
(ii) pias 
(iii) IAj- 1) 2.5. 
Let Aj& = 1, aj := a(zj), /Ii := /I(zj), then lc~jl = P,:“~, and Lemma 12 yields 
[Ai- 1) = Ir(Aj, zj)+&- l( 
< p,?f2[eTK~ .&h(p,: 112/jjeaFj) + e -ajKj sinh(p,: “2~je-aiK/)]. 
Since sinh is strictly increasing and /Ii < c3 aje-” from Corollary 3, we find 
IAj-- l( ~pi”2[e’jK,sinh(c3p,~“2aje-‘,(‘-K’)) 
+ e-qKj sinh(c3p,~‘i2cr,e-*l(’ +“I))]- 
From (i) we know 0 < rcj < $ or 1 + ‘cj > 1, 1 - ‘cj > 4, and (ii) gives 
c3p,;‘12aje-$C1 -V) < C3E-112aie-aI12 
c3p,:‘/2aje-aj(1 +“I) < c,~-~/~~~e-~J 
Hence 
forj+ cc since zj+a-, aj+ co. 
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Because of sinh’(0) = 1 we have sinh x < 2x for x 3 0 sufliciently small, 
and for Jo N great enough we derive 
IAji- 11 ~pfl2[e”“J.2.C3P,~1/2~,e-cll(l-~if+,-~/~,.2.c,p,-‘/*oc,e-~J”+””] 
=2c,aj[e-“J”-2”,‘+e-“/“+*“‘] =2c,cc,e--*/[e2*,“,+e-*“1”] 
= 4c,a,e-3 cosh(2a,Kj) d4c,aje-“I cosh(aj( 1 -E)), 
and thus lim,, a. lAj - 11 = 0, a contradiction to (iii). 
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